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About this Report

This ESG Facts & Figures report contains additional disclosures to our Annual Report 2022, Impact Report 2022, Our Road to

Paris Report 2022 and Pillar 3 Year Report 2022. ESG Facts & Figures includes additional policy summaries and a number of

additional ESG metrics relevant to us and our clients’ performance that are not mentioned in the other reports. It should

therefore be read alongside the Impact Report 2022 (which is intended to provide our stakeholders with an impression of how

Rabobank endeavors to make a positive impact on the societies we serve) and Our Road to Paris Report 2022 (which discloses

our targets, plans and progress toward aligning our lending portfolio with the Paris Climate Agreement targets and mitigating

key climate risks).

This report is structured as follows: we start with policy disclosures, followed by disclosures on our own performance, how

we monitor our clients' sustainability perfrmance and, in conclusion, additional transparency reports.

Other relevant documents include the Rabobank Sustainability Ambitions 2020-2024, our Sustainability Policy Framework

with the aim to further integrate sustainability throughout the entire bank. Responsibility for sustainability at Rabobank rests

with the Managing Board.

Published by
Rabobank Communications & Corporate Affairs

Rabobank

Croeselaan 18

Postbus 17100

3500 HG Utrecht

Nederland

Phone +31 (0)30 216 0000

E-mail jaarverslagen@rabobank.nl

https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
https://www.rabobank.com/en/images/rabobanks-sustainability-ambitions-2020-2024.pdf
https://www.rabobank.com/en/images/sustainability-policy-framework.pdf
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Disclaimer
This report is published by Coöperatieve Rabobank UA (“Rabobank”) in the Netherlands and is written from a Dutch law

perspective. This report is for information purposes only and is not intended to be complete. Please note that this report has

not been audited by an external auditor. We report based on the current knowledge, the currently available data and the

most suitable methodologies and methodological choices for disclosed elements. Harmonized standards and calculation

methods are expected to be updated and/or developed and improve data quality in the future.

In the chapter 'Operational Carbon Footprint and Consumption Figures' we rely on 2022 data. Where we refer to climate-

related disclosures from the Impact Report 2022, we rely on 2021 data for emissions estimates. This two-year reporting gap

differs from the standard one-year gap that is the norm in most financial reporting systems. This difference is due to the fact

that the nationally reported GHG emissions data, used for the financed emissions estimates, were not disclosed in time in

order to use previous year’s data for most regions. Therefore, we had to use the data from two years ago and, in some cases,

even older data. As the number of clients who report on their own GHG emissions increases, we will become less dependent

on top-down calculations and national emissions data. Nonetheless, we anticipate that we will have to continue to work with

a two-year gap for at least the next two reporting cycles. Although Rabobank believes the statements and metrics have a

reasonable basis and are stated to the best of Rabobank’s abilities and in good faith, they are not certain and involve various

(un)known risks and assumptions. Nothing that is stated or implied in this report, is intended to, or shall create or grant, any

right of, or any cause of action to, by or for any person or legal entity other than Rabobank.

Please note that where this report contains forward-looking statements, these only reflect the knowledge, views and

intentions of Rabobank at the date of publishing of this report. Some of the statements contained in the report are not

historical facts, including without limitation, the forward-looking statements based on the current views and assumptions of

Rabobank. Such statements may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause results, performances

or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in statements in this report.

Forward-looking statements, actual impact on transitions, future results, performance of the bank and external events may

be affected by a variety, or combination, of uncertainties and external factors, including but not limited to (in random order):

• changes in general economic or political conditions and customer behavior, globally or in the segments or regions

Rabobank operates in;

• geopolitical risks, political instabilities and policies and actions of any governmental or regulatory authorities;

• changes in performance of financial markets;

• changes in government policies, regulations and laws and the interpretation and application thereof;

• the availability of reliable (emissions or client) data;

• uncertainties in, and the use of (emissions) calculation methodologies and models;

• new, or changed, science-based insights in relation to the content of this report and any changes arising out of these

insights;

• technological developments;

• changes arising out of market practices and standards, including emerging and developing ESG standards;

• our ability to meet minimum capital and other prudential regulatory requirements;

• operational, regulatory, reputational, transition and other risks in connection with ESG-related matters;

• our ability to attract and retain key personnel for our daily operations and the execution of the plans set out in this report.

Please note that this report is for information purposes only. It is not a commercial report, nor is it intended as such. Neither

this report, nor any part of this report or any statement in this report is intended as a commercial offer or invitation.
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Rabobank Tax Transparency Report 2022

Please click on this link for the full Rabobank Tax Transparency Report 2022

Rabobank has renamed its former ‘Rabobank Tax Policy Statement’ as ‘Rabobank Tax Transparency Report’ (“TTR”) and added

an updated country-by-country overview aligned with the Dutch Tax Governance Code of the Confederation of Netherlands

Industry and Employers (VNO-NCW). As a best practice, Rabobank strives for maximum transparency on its tax policy. This Tax

Transparency Report takes into account the developments in legislation, case law and societal views. The policy and way of

working cover the bank’s own tax position as well as the tax dealings of our clients, all of which have their own standards and

criteria.

https://media.rabobank.com/m/417a4703508d523c/original/Tax-Policy-Statement.pdf
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Management of Official Data Requests

In this section, we explain our process for evaluating and responding to official data requests from law enforcement or

government authorities.

Rabobank has one central department for handling all data requests that come from the Dutch Retail Banking and Dutch

Wholesale & Rural domains. This department, Financial Economic Crime (FEC), is responsible both for seizures requests and

data claims. Requests for certain data by Police, Justice department officers, tax authorities or other government bodies are

all managed by FEC Fraud Monitoring & Requests.

When Rabobank receives a data request, each request is carefully reviewed to make sure it satisfies applicable laws. If the

request does not accurately describe what information is required or if too much information has been requested, this will

be further specified in consultation with the requesting authority. When a request does not comply with applicable law, we

as Rabobank are not allowed to provide information. All requests are tested by a number of procedures, that cover most types

of data request situations. Most of these requests fit within one of 12 buckets, with very secure and precise descriptions on

what the request should contain, what guidelines apply, and what should be shared from a regulatory and legal point of view.

Data requests may not relate to personal information, including for instance religion or beliefs, race, political orientation,

personal health, sexual orientation, or participation in a trade union.

In 2020, a new, mandatory portal (Verwijzingsportaal bankgegevens) was introduced in the Netherlands (in cooperation with

the Dutch government) to which all Dutch payment service providers, including Rabobank, are required to connect to

facilitate automated requests for identity data to IBAN payment accounts. Rabobank reports on the number of requests that

were lawful and according to the required procedures. This includes valid requests for information about non-Rabobank

customers, in which cases no information is shared. Incomplete or unlawful requests are not recorded separately.

Number of Requests in the Netherlands
2022 2021 2020

Valid and lawful requests handled by FEC Fraud Monitoring & Requests 4,366 5,461 7,737

https://www.toezicht.dnb.nl/2/50-238342.jsp
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Rabobank and the Political Environment

With its cooperative identity and focus, Rabobank greatly values the relationships with its members, clients and political and

societal stakeholders who enable the bank to achieve its mission of “Growing a better world together”. We interact and

engage on local, regional, national and international levels and through various networks. Through these networks, Rabobank

contributes to informed political decision making in the interest of our members, clients, stakeholders and the bank itself. For

instance, we informed stakeholders on our approach to combating money laundering practices and the impact of new capital

requirements on our lending portfolio (for instance, the impact of Basel 4). Amongst other activities, we also engage in

meetings with politicians and government officials, we publish our visions on policy issues and we participate in public

hearings in parliament. For more information, please refer to the Principles on our website.

Rabobank’s Public Affairs department also focuses on ESG-related matters. In 2022, Public Affairs elaborated on its role in

aligning the strategy to the goals of the Paris Climate Agreement, and engaged with, amongst others, the government,

farmers' organizations and NGOs on sustainable agricultural practices and nitrogen reduction. For more information on our

various engagements, please refer to Our Value Creation Model chapter in the Annual Report 2022.

Contributions to Trade Associations
Rabobank is member of several national and international trade associations. Through these associations we engage in

various topics and themes, and contribute to informed decision making on ESG matters, among other themes. In 2022 we

spent EUR 6.3 million in contributions to these associations and their dedicated efforts. The table on the right does not include

the cost of Rabobank’s employees and concerns the total amounts of contributions in 2022, which include but are not limited

to ESG matters.

Please see the table below for more details.

Detailed contributions to trade associations 2019-2022
Amount in Euros 2022 2021 2020 2019

NVB 5,434,113 4,379,915 3,915,901 4,535,373

VNO 160,340 157,539 153,750 151,000

EACB 337,120 312,727 302,152 294,782

AFME1 100,000 100,000 25,000 25,000

IIF1 274,306 242,811 246,989 241,573

SUERF 2,000 2,000 1,750 1,750

1 AFME has been included from this 2022 onward. CEPS membership has ended in 2021.

Contributions to Political Parties and Lobbying Expenditure
Rabobank does neither provide contributions nor donations to political parties. A small budget is published in the European

Transparency Register, which is used for regulatory process monitoring practices, relevant for the banking industry and

providing EU-officials with relevant information for decision making. The costs as noted in the transparency register cover

financing including the rent of a room at the European Association of Cooperative Banks (EACB) and out of pocket costs such

as business travels.

Relevant Standards and Commitments
Rabobank is signatory to the EU Transparency Register Code of Conduct , the Beroepsvereniging voor Public Affairs (BVPA)

Code of Conduct (in Dutch), and the Dutch Banking Code.

https://www.rabobank.com/en/about-rabobank/in-society/principles/index.html
https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
https://ec.europa.eu/transparencyregister/public/consultation/search.do?locale=nl&reset=
https://bvpa.nl/gedragscode
https://bvpa.nl/gedragscode
https://www.nvb.nl/publicaties/gedragscodes/code-banken/
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Interactions with Social Welfare Organizations

This section provides a list of topics on which Rabobank held stakeholder interactions, with examples of organizations

engaged. These stakeholder interactions highlight and investigate issues from different angles, which we use to receive

feedback, collect themes that are important, or discuss our strategic progress. As such these interactions are useful and

important to Rabobank. Although the feedback is noted, not all input will be or can be directly implemented.  

 
Topic Organization Rabobank action

Agriculture TransitieCoalitieVoedsel Continuous dialogues

Agriculture Biodiversiteits-monitor Akkerbouw en
Melkveehouder

Continuous dialogues

Agriculture Open Bodem Index Continuous dialogues

Agriculture dialogue participants Poultry sector multi-stakeholder dialogue

Animal Welfare Coviva Ongoing dialogue on animal welfare in pig farming sector

Animal Welfare World Animal Protection and others Signals received on international cases for client engagement.

Animal Welfare Dierenbescherming Continuous dialogues about sector topics

Biodiversity International Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN) including the Soy Platform

Suggestions received for policy review

Biodiversity, agriculture
and nitrogen

Wereld Natuur Fonds (WNF) Continuous dialogues

Climate Milieudefensie Input received via various letters and conversations. See for Rabobank response the
Rabobank.com website.

Climate Extinction Rebellion Extinction Rebellion has held various actions at Rabobank. Rabobank noted the sense
of urgency that was emphasized.

Climate Oxfam Novib Input is noted.

Climate WEF (World Economic Forum) Strategic partnership, part of their Nature & Climate community with first movers to
drive the transition and decarbonization agenda

Climate, Biodiversity ShareAction Participation in their survey

Deforestation Global Canopy, Forest 500 Performed baseline review of the Deforestation Action Tracker

Deforestation Forests & Finance Coalition Exchanged positions on regulatory developments in Brazil

Deforestation Global Witness Signals received regarding rubber sector in Africa

Energy Association of Dutch Tank Storage Companies
(VOTOP)

Multi stakeholder sector dialogue on oil storage

EU sustainability due
diligence directive

Oxfam Novib Ongoing

 

Topic Organization Rabobank action

Financial Self-reliance Nederlandse Schuldhulproute (NSR) Public-private partnership to reach people with money problems earlier and direct
them to better suitable tools, information or help

Financial Self-reliance Voedselbank Develop local initiatives

Financial Self-reliance FixBrigade Partnership and support to assist (low-income) households in improving energy
efficiency of homes

Human rights Banktrack Feedback provided on draft Global Human Rights Benchmark

Labour rights CNV Collaborated on project for collective bargaining in palm oil

Nature Deltaplan biodiversiteitsherstel Collaboration on nature-inclusive business models

Nature Business for Nature Dialogue on nature-related ambitions

Nature Finance for Biodiversity Continuous dialogues

Nature Aanvalsplan Grutto Dialogue on nature-inclusive business models to safekeep the godwit

Nature, agriculture and
nitrogen

Gebiedsgerichte Aanpak Continuous dialogues

Tax Dutch Association of Investors for Sustainable
Development (VBDO)

Survey completed for Tax Transparency Benchmark

Ukraine Banktrack Response to call for actions

Various themes and
reporting

World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD)

Member and actively engaged in areas to progress global sustainability
standardization, accountability and measurement frameworks

Various themes and
reporting

Fair Finance Guide No active participation in research, but active dialogue with individual NGOs, notably
on diversity and inclusion

Various themes and
reporting

Profundo Response provided on data verification requests, within the limitations of client
confidentiality rules
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Operational Carbon Footprint and Consumption Figures

The GHG Protocol distinguishes between scope 1, 2, and 3 greenhouse gas emissions. In this section we disclose the emissions

that are directly (scope 1) and indirectly (scope 2) associated with our own business operations, and key elements of our

supply chain emissions (scope 3). At the present time, the scope 3 elements included are part of scope 3 category 1 –

purchased goods and services (“paper”) and some elements of scope 3 category 6 – business travel (“business car mileage

driven” and “business air mileage”).

 

We are currently looking into calculating emissions of other elements from scope 3, category 1 – purchased goods and

services, and emissions of elements from category 7 – employee commuting (including any emissions from teleworking). We

are planning to report on these categories as part of our operational carbon footprint in the future. At this time, categories

2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14, are assessed as not material for Rabobank and therefore not reported.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that in 2022 we separately disclosed scope 3 category 15, the so called financed emissions, in

Our Road to Paris Report.

Rabobank Carbon Footprint

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Footprint (in tonnes of CO2)
GHG Protocol Category Emission source 2022 2021 2020 2018 (baseline year)

Scope 1

Company facilities Use of natural gas         4,449 6,413 7,481                           11,440

Company facilities Use of other fuels            819 188 30                                    60

Company facilities Use of air conditioning         2,096 2,010 2,017                              1,962

Company vehicles Lease mileage driven      12,390 9,920 12,000                           21,742

Scope 2

Purchased electricity, heating, steam & cooling for own use Use of electricity      26,103 34,902 50,162                           83,911

Purchased electricity, heating, steam & cooling for own use Use of heat            501 642 732                                 968

Scope 3

Category 1: Purchased goods and services Use of paper         1,228 396 560                                 922

Category 6: Business travel Business air mileage         6,663 850 5,560                           18,110

Category 6: Business travel Business car mileage         3,873 2,856 4,136                              5,231

Climate footprint in accordance with location-based calculation method      58,122 58,187 82,678                         144,347

Climate footprint per full-time equivalent 1.3 1.3 1.9                                  3.3

Use of electricity in accordance with market-based calculation method         5,778 6,435 7,459                           21,468

Climate footprint in accordance with market-based calculation method      37,797 29,720 39,975                           81,904

Climate footprint per full-time equivalent in accordance with market-based calculation method 0.8 0.7 0.9                                  1.9

https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
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Our CO2 emissions
We have been calculating our operational carbon footprint for over 20 years and since 2007 we have offset our residual

emissions. The table above gives an overview of our operational emissions over the last three years and our baseline year (2018).

In 2022, our location-based operational carbon footprint was 58,122 tonnes CO2e, which is almost equal to our carbon

footprint in 2021 (-0%). However, in 2021, Covid-19 still had a significant impact on our carbon footprint due to some closed

offices and a global travel ban within Rabobank. Since March 2022, our offices have been fully open again.

The lifting of the global travel ban in April 2022 has resulted in a significant increase in travel and thereby the emissions from

travel (e.g., air travel, car travel). Nevertheless, our location-based carbon footprint remained approximately the same as in

2021. This is partly due to:

• Decrease of the number of offices in the Netherlands

• Our datacenters in the Netherlands have used less electricity due to cloud migration and an increased maximum allowed

temperature, has led to less electricity use for cooling in the facilities.

Compared to 2018, our baseline year, our emissions have reduced by -86,225 tonnes (-60%).

Consumption Figures Rabobank Group by Source and Activity
Change in %

compared to 2021 2022 2021 2020 2019 Unit

Energy -16%                 389 460 580 719 Terajoules

Total electricity -10%                  302 335 443 566 Terajoules

Green electricity -15%                  242 284 348 446 Terajoules

Grey electricity 19%                    61 51 85 120 Terajoules

Total gas -31%                    86 125 147 153 Terajoules

Green gas -36%                    68 106 109 122 Terajoules

Grey gas -5%                    18 19 37 31 Terajoules

District heating 15%                    21 18 20 27 Terajoules

Electricity per full-time equivalent -16%              1.815 2,150 2,777 3,665 kWh/FTE

Green electricity inside the Netherlands 6% 100% 94.7% 90% 94% Percentage

Green electricity outside the Netherlands -100% 0% 42% 43% 67% Percentage

Water in the Netherlands1 -28%                  135 189 207 225 x1000m3

A4 paper 189%                    29 10 14 16 kg/FTE

Paper and cardboard waste in the Netherlands2 135%                      9 4 10 16 kg/FTE

Residual waste in the Netherlands 15%                      7 6 8 15 kg/FTE

1 The figures include Local Rabobanks, Rabobank Group Organization in the Netherlands, BPD in the Netherlands, DLL in the Netherlands

2 The figures include Rabobank Group Organization in the Netherlands, BPD in the Netherlands, DLL in the Netherlands

Offsetting
Despite the progress we have made in reducing our operational emissions and our continuing efforts to further reduce them,

residual emissions remain. These are unlikely to be reduced to an absolute zero in the near future. In implementing and

reaching targets for all scopes of emissions, additional and certified offsets can play a role to supplement decarbonization in

line with climate science. We will rely to some extent on offsetting to achieve our net-zero ambition. We offset our climate

footprint in 2022 as calculated in accordance with the market-based method - adjusted for the use of green gas in the

Netherlands - by purchasing carbon credits.
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In 2022 we took policy decisions to implement guidelines for offsetting. Our primary focus is on reducing our own carbon

emissions. Meanwhile, unabated emissions will be compensated. We aim to compensate our carbon emissions permanently

by purchasing permanent removal credits. Our ambition and planning up to 2030 is to increase the share of permanent

removal credits of our total carbon offset to 100%. As long as permanent removal credits are not sufficiently available or

sufficiently affordable on the market, we will compensate our carbon emissions through a mix of additional avoidance and

(non-permanent) removal credits. In time, we expect more and more permanent removal credits (long carbon cycle), which

also match our other policy requirements, to become available.

In the short term, and prior to the availability of permanent removal credits, we will purchase non-permanent removal

credits. We will set up and keep a record of the metric tonnes of carbon temporarily stored through non-permanent removal

credits (short carbon cycle), including the guaranteed period of carbon storage of the carbon credits applied. This will allow

us to renew the storage of our carbon emissions until this carbon can be stored permanently. Avoidance carbon credits are

also part of the short-term carbon offset. Avoidance credits prevent fossil fuels from being drawn out of the earth (keeping

them stored in their long-term carbon sinks, within the long carbon cycle) and are, therefore, permanent and the most

effective in the short term. But with investments in renewable energy on the rise, the credibility of these types of projects

will diminish in the long-term, because they will no longer be additional to what the market and governments will be able to

realize without these credits. The table below shows our planned roadmap for transforming our carbon-offset portfolio

(types) from avoidance to removal.

 

Carbon-offset Portfolio (Types) Roadmap
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Avoidance 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 78% 67% 56% 45% 34% 23% 12% 0%

Removal
(minimum
percentage)

0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 22% 33% 44% 55% 66% 77% 88% 100%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Methodology, data collection and calculations
The climate footprint is calculated according to the most recent directives of the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG). The

associated CO2 conversion factors originate from, among others, DEFRA and the IEA.

According to the GHG Protocol, companies are required to report Scope 2 emissions according to a location-based method

and a market-based method. A location-based method reflects the average emissions intensity of grids on which energy

consumption occurs (using mostly grid-average emission factor data). A market-based method reflects emissions from

electricity that companies have purposefully chosen. Our market-based carbon footprint is calculated by deducting the use

of green electricity from our location-based carbon footprint and therefore represents our footprint based on how we buy our

electricity.

The data regarding our internal business operations is mostly based on Rabobank's automated central management

information system and on invoices from our providers. In preparing the footprint, we made estimations, assumptions, and

extrapolations whenever data were unavailable or incomplete. Although we made these estimates and assumptions based

on the most careful assessment of current circumstances, and of activities, and of available consumption data, the actual

results may deviate from our estimates.

The footprint data refers to the period of October 2021 to September 2022.

In 2022, we implemented a range of improvements in the calculation of our carbon footprint:

• We introduced a country-specific conversion factor for electricity

• In calculating our air travel emissions, we have taken into consideration the travel class (e.g. business class, economy class)

• When available, we have included emissions of other greenhouse gasses besides CO2 (e.g. CH4, N20) and converted them

to CO2 equivalents.

Our Road to Paris: reducing our carbon footprint in the future
We want to further reduce our operational carbon footprint. As prescribed by the Net-Zero Banking Alliance (NZBA)

commitment, we published our 2030 reduction targets for the significant majority of our operational emissions - in line with

a 1.5oC warming scenario for 2030 - in Our Road to Paris Report. We referred to science-based benchmark decarbonization

pathways for the three main categories of emissions: real estate (electricity, natural gas, air conditioning, heating and fuel

oil), lease cars, and air travel. The plans we have on achieving those 2030 targets can also be found in Our Road to Paris Report.

https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
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Social Indicators

Social Indicators
The reported data in the tables below only refer to employees in the Netherlands, excluding DLL and BPD.

Number of Employees
GRI Standard 102-8 Female Male Unknown / Other Total

Permanent 12,491 12,827 4 25,322

Temporary 1,160 1,030 1 2,191

Full-time 9,279 13,374 5 22,658

Part-time 4,372 483 0 4,855

Internal 13,651 13,857 5 27,513

External 2,397 3,614 2,6621 8,673

1 Gender is not registered for all the external employees resulting in a high number of 'Unknown / Other'.

Salary Ratio

Salary Ratio1

Salary Scale2 Dutch

Salary ratio female/male SKA/SKB 90.4%

8-11 91.5%

4-7 94.5%

1 Salary ratio = 100 x (average salary female / average salary male)

2 Data in the table only refers to employees in the Netherlands, because salary scales for employees in other regions than the Netherlands are not available

The results are based on the data used in the pay equality analysis, therefore:

1. The compensation is normalized to 40 hours;

2. The same salary components used in the pay equality analysis for the Annual Report are taken into account;

3. The salary scales below scale 4 and the EK scale are excluded from the calculation, because very few employees are

categorized in scales 1-3 and the EK scale is not included in the Collective Labor Agreement (CLA);

4. Our scope for this calculation is the CLA population of the Netherlands, excluding Obvion, BPD, and DLL.

Employee Turnover

New Hires and Personnel Turnover in Numbers and Ratio
Age Gender Numbers Ratio

New personnel <31 Female 961 53%

Male 1037 57%

31-50 Female 928 13%

Male 889 12%

>50 Female 228 6%

Male 216 5%

Turnover <31 Female 322 18%

Male 385 21%

31-50 Female 523 7%

Male 588 8%

>50 Female 279 8%

Male 317 8%
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Employee Training
Empowered employees is one of the strategic pillars of Rabobank’s strategy. We aim to provide an inclusive working

environment for our employees. Our employees feel empowered to represent our organization, are inspired by our mission

and want to grow a better world together. It is our aim that top talent wants to work, develop, and stay at Rabobank. Training

and employee development is of paramount importance in supporting this.

Banks are tightly regulated when it comes to maintaining a minimum training level for employees. We are required to have

employees trained in, among others, GDPR, Money Laundering and Risk. Topics arise from Basel 3.5 and 4 and we are required

to comply 100% and report about this to the Dutch Authorities (DNB).

Collective Labor Agreement

Other Information
99% Employees under Collective Labor Agreement
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Sustainable Finance and Funding

The overview below provides a break-down of our sustainable finance and sustainable funding. Please be aware that the

sustainable finance figures have been adjusted for the years 2021 and 2020, resulting in a stricter definitions. Sustainable

finance figures for previous years are now comparable to the year 2022. For further information we refer to the Methodology

and Definitions of Non-Financial Key Figures.

Sustainable finance - Sustainable Financing as determined by Rabobank changed in 2022 and includes Mortgages, Green Loans and
Project Finance.
In millions of Euros 2022 2021 2020

Total sustainable financing 31,418 30,392 21,097

Green loans 2,656 2,454 2,060

Sustainable project finance (excluding green loans) 3,921 3,200 3,008

Sustainable mortgages (Rabobank / Obvion) 24,841 24,738 16,029

Sustainable Funding- Sustainable Funding Includes Rabobank Green, Social and Sustainability Bonds and Deposits, Obvion Green,
Social and Sustainability Bonds, Rabo Green Savings (Rabo Groen Bank B.V.), Rabo Green Deposits (Rabo Groen Bank B.V.)
In millions of Euros 2022 2021 2020

Sustainable funding 7,465 7,699 6,256

Rabobank Green, Social, and Sustainability Bonds and Deposits 2,680 2,809 2,141

Obvion Green, Social, and Sustainability Bonds 2,150 2,425 1,975

Rabo Green Savings 2,635 2,436 1,599

Rabo Green Deposits 0 29 441

Rabo Socially Responsible Deposits 0 0 100

https://media.rabobank.com/m/629597ab0eda0e46/original/Methodology-Definitions-of-Non-Financial-Key-Figures-2022.pdf
https://media.rabobank.com/m/629597ab0eda0e46/original/Methodology-Definitions-of-Non-Financial-Key-Figures-2022.pdf
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ESG Ratings

Our Performance According to ESG Rating Agencies
Rabobank’s sustainability performance is assessed by various independent Environmental Social Governance (ESG) rating

agencies. ESG ratings provide information on (mainly) non-financial performance of companies toward a wide range of

stakeholders. In recent years there has been a growing demand for ESG information from various stakeholders. ESG rating

agencies review and assess companies on various elements of risk and ESG performance, based on their own methodologies

and processes. As a bank we use these ratings to gain insights on the quality and potential areas of improvement of our

sustainability initiatives.

As a cooperative bank, we endeavor to contribute to transitions which matter to us and to our stakeholders, now and in the

future. We believe we can have a positive impact by focusing on three transitions: the Food Transition, the Energy Transition,

and the Transition to a More Inclusive Society. Sustainability is an integral part of our mission "Growing a better world

together". By linking our financial services, financial expertise and relevant networks to the sustainability ambitions of our

clients, we become more sustainable together. For more information on how Rabobank endeavors to facilitate and contribute

to the transitions, please see our Impact Report 2022.

The table below shows the scores from various rating agencies as per 31 December 2022. The latest ratings are available on

the Rabobank website. Further details and rating profiles are available at the respective agencies.

Our Performance According to External ESG Rating Agencies
ESG Rating Agency Assessment date Score / Rating (12/31/2022) Score / Rating (12/31/2021)

Sustainalytics 2022 10.2 - Low risk 10.6 - Low risk

MSCI 2022 A A

CDP 2022 B B

ISS-ESG 2022 C+ 1 st decile/ Prime Status C+ 1 st decile/ Prime Status

V.E Moody’s ESG Solutions 2021 ESG overall score 66 / 100, Advanced ESG overall score 66 / 100, Advanced

Forest 500 2022 Total score 47% Total score 49%

Transparency Benchmark 2021 N/A (assessment biannually) 77.6%

VBDO Tax Transparency Benchmark 2022 Score 24 Score 27

Ecovadis 2022 Bronze N/A (assessed as of 2022)

https://www.rabobank.com/about-us/organization/results-and-reports/downloads
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Equator Principles

The Equator Principles (EP) is a risk management framework adopted by financial institutions for determining, assessing, and

managing social and environmental risks in project and project-related financings. We were one of the first banks to subscribe

to the EP, after the EP were launched in 2003.

For those financial products that fall within the EP's scope, we ask clients not only to comply with our own Sustainability

Policy Framework, but also to bring into focus and to address relevant environmental and social risks according to the

associated standards outlined in the EP. Within Rabobank the relationship managers and the central Sustainability

Department are responsible for the correct implementation of the EP. As part of our client sustainability assessment, we

assess all transactions in scope of the EP against the requirements as outlined in the EP, whereby the relevant social,

environmental and governance risks are reviewed.

When clients apply for a new transaction, we complete a checklist to ensure the correct application of the EP. The assessment

concludes in an ESG-categorization of the project which is subject to approval by the relevant internal credit authorities. The

terminology used to categorize the projects is based on the International Finance Corporation’s categorization process, which

classifies projects into high, medium, and low (environmental and social) risk. When a potential high risk project is identified,

risks are mapped, mitigated, and additional requirements for monitoring, reporting and mitigation are set.

The categories are:

Category A – Projects with potential significant adverse social or environmental impacts which are diverse, irreversible, or

unprecedented;

Category B – Projects with few potentially limited adverse social or environmental impacts, generally site-specific, largely

reversible, and readily addressed through mitigation measures;

Category C – Projects with minimal or no social or environmental impacts.

 

Project Loans per Category
Category A Category B Category C Total

Sector

Solar 1 13 4 18

Onshore wind 0 3 0 3

Waste to Energy 0 2 0 2

Geothermal 0 2 0 2

Infrastructure 1 0 0 1

Grids & Networks 0 1 0 1

Food & Agriculture 0 1 0 1

Region

Asia 1 1 0 2

Europe 0 14 4 18

North America 1 7 0 8

Country Designation

Designated 1 21 4 26

Non-Designated 1 1 0 2

Independent Review

Yes 2 19 4 25

No 0 31 0 3

1 For all Category A and B+ Projects, an independent Environmental and Social Categorization review needs to be conducted. For the above 3 projects

classified as Category B, an independent review is not required. An independent Environmental and Social (E&S) Consultant is a qualified independent

firm or consultant (not directly related to the client) acceptable to the Equator Principles Financial Institutions (EPFI).

https://www.rabobank.com/en/images/sustainability-policy-framework.pdf
https://www.rabobank.com/en/images/sustainability-policy-framework.pdf
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sustainability-at-ifc/policies-standards/es-categorization
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Client Engagement

Client engagement is one of our responses to sustainability signals involving clients. Client engagement is started when

Rabobank becomes aware that a client has caused or contributed to or is directly linked to potential or actual significant

sustainability issues, also known as material issues, and/or when Rabobank becomes aware that the client does not comply

with Rabobank’s Sustainability Policy Framework. The outcome of the client engagement process in the latter case is either a

time-bound plan, including specific actions that the client will undertake to become fully compliant, or terminating the

relationship with the client if such a plan cannot be agreed upon.

In addition to the engagements, Rabobank emphasizes the integration of sustainability in regular business processes and

client contacts. Especially with regard to potentially high sustainability risk clients, assessments are conducted in order to

augment the view on the ESG quality of the portfolio. These assessments are based on the potential adverse impact of the

companies’ activities/supply chains, their sustainability efforts and the comparison thereof with peers. Based on the

conclusion of the assessment, an engagement agenda is shared with the relationship manager. This engagement agenda

describes specific sustainability topics to be discussed with the client. This supports the relationship manager to have a

proactive dialogue with clients on potential adverse impacts.

In 2022, various client cases were on the engagement list. Most of these were closed by year-end. Reasons for closing the case

could be, for example, that the client has resolved the issue, that the issue has been concluded after a court hearing, or that

Rabobank no longer services or has terminated financing a client or particular activities that are not compliant with the

bank’s sustainability policies. Additionally, clients generally establish their own grievance registers which show the status of

individual controversial cases. Similarly, grievance mechanisms exist at various sector organizations and/or certification

schemes, which we also encourage. In cases where issues and/or controversies have been registered by a respected grievance

mechanism, we adjust our activities to monitor progress as reported.

https://www.rabobank.com/en/images/sustainability-policy-framework.pdf
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United Kingdom Taxation

Introduction
Rabobank Group is subject to taxation in the United Kingdom through a branch of Coőperatieve Rabobank UA and a network

of wholly owned UK subsidiaries, including DLL Leasing Ltd and several majority-owned joint venture companies.

The UK’s Finance Act 2016 introduced a requirement for qualifying groups to publish their tax strategies online. In their

strategies, groups are required to set out, in relation to all aspects of UK Taxation , their approach to risk management and

governance, their attitude towards tax planning and the level of tax risk they are prepared to accept as well as their approach

to dealing with HM Revenue & Customs (‘HMRC'). The following paragraphs are issued in satisfaction of the applicable

requirements for 2022 and future periods of account. The Rabobank Tax Transparency Report (formerly Group Tax Policy

Statement) applies to its activities within the scope of UK Taxation as to all other jurisdictions in which the group is active. The

UK Tax Strategy should, therefore, be read in the context of the Tax Transparency Report to which it is an adjunct.

Rabobank was an early adopter of HMRC’s Code of Practice on Taxation for Banks. Under the Code of Practice, banks

undertake to (1) adopt adequate governance to control the types of transactions they enter into; (2) not undertake tax

planning that aims to achieve a tax result that is contrary to the intentions of Parliament; (3) comply fully with all their tax

obligations and (4) maintain a transparent relationship with HMRC.

Risk Management and Governance Arrangements in Respect of UK Taxation
The senior financial officers of the respective Rabobank businesses and entities operating in the UK are responsible for

ensuring that the group’s tax policies are applied to matters pertaining to UK taxation. The relevant individuals are ex officio

members of the senior management committees and boards of directors of the UK businesses and legal entities.

They are assisted in the performance of the appropriate duties by Rabobank Group Tax which is mandated by the Managing

Board to have responsibility for all tax matters within the Rabobank Group. Group Tax is fully represented on all relevant

internal committees in the UK to ensure that business decisions and transactions are in accordance with the group’s tax

policies as applied to UK taxation matters. The three key principles described in the Tax Transparency Report (tax compliance,

‘tax follows business’ and transparency) are applied to the Group’s position in respect of UK Tax.

Tax Planning
Rabobank Group’s attitude to UK tax planning is fully consistent with the organization’s global standard: the bank does not

enter into arrangements the primary purpose of which is to secure a tax advantage or that are intended to secure an outcome

that is not within the spirit of the law.

UK Tax Risk Profile
Rabobank Group has a low tax risk appetite. Group Tax is responsible for tax risk management and reporting using an

appropriate tax risk and control framework to implement the key principles as described.

As the Rabobank Tax Transparency Report makes clear, there is an absolute prohibition on employees as such being

knowingly involved in the evasion of taxes, as facilitators or otherwise.

HMRC
Rabobank Group’s policy is to maintain a transparent and constructive relationship with HMRC in relation to current, future

and past risks. In practice, this necessitates: engaging with HMRC in a cooperative and professional manner in all interactions;

fully disclosing significant uncertainties in relation to tax matters; seeking to resolve issues before returns are filed wherever

practicable; working collaboratively to achieve early resolution and certainty and disclosing any errors that may come to light

as soon as practicable.
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EU Directive Rabobank Annual Report 2022

The following table shows how we adhere to the EU Directive 2014/95/EU Non-financial & Diversity information.

EU Directive 2014/95/EU - Non-financial & diversity information
Topic Subtopic Chapter

Business Model n/a • About Us: Our Strategy

• About Us: Creating Value

Relevant social and
employee-related
matters

A description of the policies pursued,
including due diligence • Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Agriculture & Food

• Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Entrepreneurship and the Climate and Energy Transition

• Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Housing

• Excellent customer focus: Client Satisfaction

• Excellent customer focus: Decent Work and Income

• Excellent customer focus: Digitalization and Innovation

• Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Finance

• Excellent customer focus: Financial Wellbeing

• Meaningful Cooperative: Climate and Energy Transition

• Empowered Employees: Employee Skills and Future Fit Employability

• Empowered Employees: Diversity, Equity and Inclusion

• Remuneration

The outcome of those policies • Excellent customer focus: Decent Work and Income

• Excellent customer focus: Client satisfaction

• Excellent customer focus: Banking for Food and Banking for the Netherlands

• Meaningful Cooperative: Climate and Energy Transition

• Meaningful Cooperative: Sustainability Ratings

• Empowered Employees: Employee Skills and Future Fit Employees

• Empowered Employees: Employee Experience and Diversity

• Appendix 1 About this Report: Managing our Value Creation themes

Principle risks in own operations and
within value chain • Our Fundamentals and Key Trends and Uncertainties

• Excellent customer focus: Food and Agriculture

• Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Entrepreneurship and the Climate and Energy Transition

• Excellent customer focus: Sustainable living

 

Topic Subtopic Chapter

• Risk Management

How risks are managed • Rabobank at a Glance: Our Fundamentals

• Risk Management

Non-Financial Key Performance
indicators • Key Figures

• Appendix 1 About this Report: Managing our Value Creation themes

Relevant
environmental
matters (e.g. climate
related impact)

A description of the policies pursued,
including due diligence • Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Entrepreneurship and the Climate and Energy Transition

• Meaningful Cooperative: Climate and Energy Transition

• Meaningful Cooperative: Rabobank and the United Nations Principles for Responsible Banking

• Climate-related Financial Disclosures and EU Taxonomy

The outcome of those policies • Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Entrepreneurship and the Climate and Energy Transition

• Meaningful Cooperative: Facilitating transitions

• Meaningful Cooperative: Rabobank and the United Nations Principles for Responsible Banking

• Appendix 1 About this Report: Managing our Value Creation themes

Principle risks in own operations and
within value chain • Key Trends and Uncertainties: Managing Emerging Risks

• Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Entrepreneurship and the Climate and Energy Transition

• Meaningful Cooperative: Meaningful Cooperative: Facilitating transitions

• Risk Management: Strategic Risks and Climate-Related and ESG Risks

How risks are managed • Our Fundamentals: strategy

• Key Trends and Uncertainties: Managing Emerging Risks

• Excellent customer focus: Sustainable Entrepreneurship and the Climate and Energy Transition

• Meaningful Cooperative: Meaningful Cooperative: Facilitating transitions

• Risk Management: Strategic Risks

• Outlook

Non-Financial Key Performance
indicators • Key figures

• Appendix 1 About this Report: Managing our Value Creation themes

Relevant matters with
respect to

A decription of the policies pursued,
including due diligence • Our Fundamentals: Policy and risk framework
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Topic Subtopic Chapter
anticorruption and
bribery

• Meaningful Cooperative: Ethics and integrity

• Empowered Employees: Speak up and Employee Voice

The outcome of those policies • Empowered Employees: Speak up and Employee Voice

• Risk Management: Operational Risks

Principle risks in own operations and
within value chain • Risk Management: Operational Risks

• Risk Management: Operational Risks

How risks are managed • Risk Management: How we manage risks

• Risk Management: Operational Risks

Non-Financial Key Performance
indicators • Risk Management: Operational Risks

Relevant matters with
respect for Human
Rights (e.g. labor
protection)

A decription of the policies pursued,
including due diligence • Meaningful Cooperative: Human rights

The outcome of those policies • Meaningful Cooperative: Human Rights

Principle risks in own operations and
within value chain • Meaningful Cooperative: Human rights

How risks are managed • Meaningful Cooperative: Human rights

Non-Financial Key Performance
indicators • Meaningful Cooperative: Human rights

Insight into diversity
(Managing Board and
Supervisory Board)

A decription of the policies pursued,
including due diligence • Empowered employees: Employee Experience and Diversity

• Corporate Governance: Cooperative Governance

Diversity targets • Empowered employees: Employee Experience and Diversity

Decription of how the policy is
implemented • Empowered employees: Employee Experience and Diversity

Results of the diversity policy • Empowered employees: Employee Experience and Diversity

• Appendix 1 About this Report: Managing our Value Creation themes
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